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About triple Crown CompAny

triple Crown Company was founded in 2009. its aim was to offer completely new technical and creative 

solutions in the field of electronic roulette production and innovative networking devices for a large number 

of slot machines on multiple levels (jackpot) to the international market of games of chance.

this way, with really impressive, totally modern design and technology development of roulette, the players 

are offered additional playing options and increased winnings. High quality hardware and software guarantee 

an exceptional reliability of the system which was confirmed by the international certificate, issued by Gli.

we have exhibited our products on several international gaming fairs and thus earned undivided respect of 

other manufacturers and casino owners who were delighted with our portfolio, and the triple Crown roulette 

won official prizes in the field of industrial design. in every casino, it is the triple Crown roulettes that the 

players are most interested in.

our highly experienced professionals are the unique guarantee that the new electronic triple Crown  

roulettes, with expanded range of games and gains, will offer new challenges for roulette players in the best 

possible way.

by constant improvement and innovations, we managed to create a completely new and unique roulette 

line that is instantly embraced by the players, as a product which offers more. the patent is protected in 

accordance with the Convention on international exhibitions, held in paris, on november 22nd, 1928.
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TRIPLE CROWN ROuLETTE

triple Crown roulette is a new age roulette game that offers more playing possibilities and  a new dimension 

of entertainment, because:

it oFFerS our plAyerS muCH more tHAn ClASSiC roulette 
while the classic roulette has the expected winning margin of 2.70% of a bet, the triple Crown roulette has 

the margin of 1.93%, with additional benefits for players, such as mini and maxi Jackpots.

it proViDeS uniQue ViSuAl eXperienCe
one can simply not stay indifferent after seeing the unique design of Karim rashid, one of the most prolific 

industrial designers nowadays.

it oFFerS more DynAmiC GAme AnD more proFit to A CASino
A bit smaller profit margin is compensated by much faster game, so eventually more money remains for the 

organiser.

it uSeS SpACe in optimAl wAy
the possibility of playing on individual play-stations provides full utilization of space and usage convenience.

Single play-stations can be placed separately from the central unit. the unlimited number of individual 

play-stations can be installed on a single central unit.

it proViDeS unDiSputeD QuAlity
triple Crown roulette cover is made of epoxy resins with refined final processing of roulette exterior.

triple Crown roulette is licensed by Gli.

it oFFerS more poSSibilitieS

besides classic roulette game, triple Crown roulette offers a unique combination of roulette game with card 

games. triple Crown Game and triple Crown poker are playing options available on this roulette only.

it iS moDern
triple Crown roulette makes a perfect link between a contemporary lifestyle and classic casinos, as we have 

known them since the sixties, adding a new, unique visual touch to them.
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our roulette offers three playing possibilities:

triple Crown ClASSiC roulette (played on one wheel) 

triple Crown GAme (played on three wheels)

triple Crown poKer

ACtiVe triple-wHeel roulette oFFerS more!

the idea of the ’tC project’ is aimed at improving typical visual image of every casino, providing complete 

satisfaction for both players and owners at the same time. we would like to draw your attention to the 

possibility of playing either a triple-wheel or a classic single-wheel game. the option can be chosen simply 

by pressing the button on the display. only tC roulette gives you a competitive advantage, where in one 

product, besides the classic roulette, you also get a wider portfolio of technical and playing options.

winning a “Super 7” bonus is just one of the options from a wide range of opportunities that distinguish triple 

Crown roulette from others. each time there are three sevens as winning numbers, every player who placed 

any bet gets bonus in credits.

SinGle-wHeel GAme

this game is the same as on every other classic roulette. For this game only the inner wheel of the central unit 

is relevant. but, mini and maxi Jackpots also apply to the classic roulette game and represent the additional 

benefits for players.

triple-wHeel GAme

by activating triple-wheel option on play-station monitor, all three wheels are taking active part in the game.

the ball stops in one of the pockets of the inner wheel, determining the first winning number, while other two 

winning numbers are at the second and third wheel, aligned with the first winning number.

triple Crown roulette gaming system is adaptable to every country’s regulations. 

THREE GAMES IN ONE ROuLETTE
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      triple Crown ClASSiC roulette (single-wheel game)

with a single touch on the screen you can choose between playing the classic roulette and trying your luck 

on all three active wheels, thus choosing wider playing options.

TC JACKPOT – CLASSIC ROULETTE

EVENT DESCRIPTION MULTIPLIER

Mini Jackpot Bets are placed on a number that is winning number on inner and any of two other wheels bet x 39

Maxi Jackpot Bets are placed on a number that is the winning number on all three wheels. bet x 81

the expected profit margin of the casino on single-wheel game is 1.97% 

by choosing the option         (coloured pink in the picture above), triple Crown is played as every other classic 

roulette and the bet multiplies by 36 if the ball stops at the chosen number. winning bonus prizes (mini and 

maxi Jackpots) is also possible on single-wheel game. this is a competitive advantage of our roulette, which 

provides players an advanced game and increased winnings. the only difference between mini and maxi 

Jackpots in the triple Crown Game and in the Classic roulette Game is the number of active wheels, while 

the same gaming board is used all the time.

      triple Crown GAme (triple-wheel game)

by choosing the option with the  three active wheels         (coloured pink in the picture below), triple Crown roulette 
activates the triple Crown GAme, that is more interesting and offers more chances of winning.

the game on three active wheels increases the bet three times but with the same combinations placed 

on classical roulette board, which makes the game more interesting and offers more winning options.  

by pressing the triple Crown button             the player starts the triple-wheel game, his bet automatically 

increases three times, meaning that the basic bet is equally divided on each of the wheels and the player is 

given bigger chances of winning the Jackpots (the mini and maxi tC Jackpots). Jackpot is won by having 

certain combinations of numbers on two or three wheels, which we call the triple Crown Game. no extra bets 

are needed for the triple Crown Game. with tC roulette Jackpot players are given the possibility to win more, 

the game becomes more dynamic, which results in the increase of the profit for the operator, since the game 

is faster. triple Crown Game is played on the roulette board.

TC JACKPOT – TRIPLE CROWN GAME

EVENT DESCRIPTION MULTIPLIER

Triple Crown Mini Jackpot Bets are placed on a number that is the winning number on any two wheels bet x 81

Triple Crown Maxi Jackpot Bets are placed on a number that is the winning number on all three wheels. bet x 300

the expected profit margin of the casino on the triple-wheel game is 1.93%.
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the example of mini Jackpot – there is the same winning number on two wheels

the example of maxi Jackpot – there is the same winning number on all three wheels

tHe CompAriSon oF potentiAl outComeS between 

tHe ClASSiC roulette AnD tHe triple Crown GAme:

the number on which a player places the bets can be the winning number zero, up to three times. 

 

if the number on which the bets are placed is not the winning number, the player loses the bet.

if the number on which the bets are placed is the winning number on only one of three wheels,  

the bets are multiplied by 36.

if the number on which the bets are placed is the winning number on any two of three wheels,  

the player gets mini JACKpot, which is:

- bet x 39 (36 + bonus 3) – when playing on one wheel

- bet x 81 (2x36 + bonus 9) – when playing on three wheels

if the number on which the bets are placed is the winning number on all three wheels,  

the player gets mAXi JACKpot, which is:

- bet x 81 (36 + bonus 45) – when playing on one wheel

- bet x 300 (3x36 + bonus 192) – when playing on three wheels

TRIPLE CROWN POKER PAYTABLE

EVENT DESCRIPTION MULTIPLIER

Triple Crown FLUSh winning numbers on all three wheels are either black or red bet x 2

Triple Crown PAIR the same winning number on any two wheels bet x 5

Triple Crown STRAIGhT three consecutive numbers are winning numbers (e.g. 16, 17, 18) bet x 20

Triple Crown ThREE OF A KIND all three winning numbers are the same (e.g. 15, 15, 15) bet x 100

Triple Crown TRIPLE ZERO zero is the winning number on all three wheels bet x 1.000

by placing your bets on the triple Crown poker board, you automatically win, if one of the following poker 

combinations occurs:

     triple Crown poKer (triple-wheel game) 

the triple Crown electronic roulette is the only one that can combine card games with the classic roulette game.

triple Crown poker is a separate game that can be played with a one-wheel game, with a three-wheel game 

or as a standalone game. Here, you place your bets on a separate part of the game board, which is used only 

for playing tC poKer. in this case, your bets are not multiplied by 3 as when playing the triple Crown Game. 

only triple Crown roulette offers the opportunity of playing roulette and poker at the same time, during one 

spin. this gives the game a whole new dimension and makes it more attractive. in the case of multiple poker 

winnings, the highest one counts.

the expected profit margin of the casino is 4.52%.
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Flush – all winning numbers are either red or black

pair - there are same two winning numbers on any two 
wheels

Straight - winning combination is series of numbers 
(e.g. 6, 7, 8) – 1st wheel 6; 2nd wheel 7; 3rd wheel 
8. it is not necessary for the winning numbers to be in  
ascending or descending order (e.g. 6-8-7; 8-6-7; 7-8-6)

three of a kind - all three winning numbers are the 
same

triple Zero – all three winning numbers are zeros

TRIPLE CROWN ROuLETTE WITH TOP DISPLAYS
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TEChNICAL ChARACTERISTICS 

Triple Crown 8 Triple Crown 8 wiTh Top DiSplAYS

Dimensions length width height length width height

3060 3060 1060 3060 3060 2320

Weight 1190 1430

LCD 22” wide

Touch system Supported

Bill acceptor optional

Ticket printer optional

Coin acceptor optional

Coin hopper optional

Player tracking optional

RFID Supported

Proximity optional

Voltage 230 V / 50hz

Power consumption 3700-4200 w

Required fuse 16 A slow

SAS 6.02 Supported

in tHe mArKet triple Crown roulette 
iS uSuAlly AVAilAble in tHe FollowinG FormS:

• Central unit with eight play-stations

• Central unit with six play-stations

• Central unit with five play-stations

• Additional play-station

optionS: Colour VAriAtionS
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triple Crown minimum and Series mini are new series of minimum electronic gaming devices of triple Crown 

Company. Series minimum and mini are designed for those who are used to playing a classic electronic 

roulette with the central unit having one small wheel. beside the innovative and distinctive design of Karim 

rashid there is also a possibility of choosing how fast the ball will be blown into the wheel. the rules for triple 

Crown mini series roulette are the same as the rules for a classic roulette. with its design and the possibility 

of playing on individual play-stations triple Crown mini and minimum roulettes provide full utilization of space. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

triple Crown minimum – SerieS mini

TRIPLE CROWN MINI SERIES COLOuR VARIANTS

Triple Crown Mini/Minimum TEChNICAL ChARACTERISTICS 

Dimensions depend on the number of play-stations

Weight depends on the number of play-stations

LCD 22” wide

Touch system Supported

Bill acceptor optional

Ticket printer optional

Coin acceptor optional

Coin hopper optional

Player tracking optional

RFID Supported

Proximity optional

Voltage 230 V / 50hz

Power consumption 750-1000 w

Required fuse 16 A slow

SAS 6.02 Supported

in the market triple Crown mini is available in several forms: 

• Central unit with four play-stations

• Central unit with three play-stations

• Central unit with two play-stations

• minimum – central unit with one play-station
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Karim rashid is one of the most prolific designers of his generation, with over 3000 designs in the field of 

industrial design. over 300 awards and recognitions as well as his engagement in over 35 countries attest 

to Karim’s legend of design. Karim’s creativity and ingenuity enable him to use and combine different ideas, 

materials and styles in such a way that he opens new horizons for the modern customer.

His award winning designs include democratic objects such as the ubiquitous Garbo waste can and oh 

Chair for umbra, interiors such as the morimoto restaurant, philadelphia and Semiramis hotel, Athens and 

exhibitions for Deutsche bank and Audi. Karim has collaborated with clients to create democratic design for 

method and Dirt Devil, furniture for Artemide and magis, brand identity for Citibank and Hyundai, high tech 

products for laCie and Samsung, and luxury goods for Veuve Clicquot and Swarovski.

Karim’s work is featured in 20 permanent collections and he exhibits art in galleries worldwide. Karim is 

a perennial winner of the red Dot award, Chicago Athenaeum Good Design award, i.D. magazine Annual 

Design review, iDSA industrial Design excellence award. He holds honorary doctorates from the ontario 

college of Art & Design and Corcoran College of Art & Design. in 2008, Karim exhibited his biggest retros-

pective so far at tomie ohtake institute in São paolo, brazil. As a curator of new york’s museum of Arts and 

Design, Karim recently presented his project: “Karim rashid designs radiators“.

Karim is a frequent guest lecturer at universities and conferences globally disseminating the importance of 

design in everyday life. Karim has been featured in magazines and books including time, Financial times,  

ny times, esquire, GQ and countless more. in 2009 rizzoli released Karim’s latest monography Karim Space, 

featuring 36 of Karim’s interior architecture designs. other books include Karim’s guide to living, ‘Design your 

Self’ (Harper Collins, 2006), ‘Digipop’, a digital exploration of computer graphics (taschen, 2005), compact 

portfolio published by Chronicle books (2004), as well as two monographs titled ‘evolution’ (universe, 2004) 

and ‘i want to Change the world’ (rizzoli, 2001). in his spare time Karim participates in many fashion projects, 

as well as numerous spheres of life that shape art and everyday life.
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SALES/REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE

bojan mitić 

Vice-president of the board 

phone: +381 62 279 433 

bojan.mitic@triplecrown.rs 

Dušan Jevtić 

Vice-president of the board 

phone: +381 62 279 439 

dusan.jevtic@triplecrown.rs 

HEAD OFFICE
the Headquarters: triple Crown ltd.

Cara Dušana 43/m5

11000 beograd

SerbiA

phone: +381 62 279 466 

phone: +381 11 30 330 80

phone: +381 11 30 330 90

www.triplecrown.rs

central@triplecrown.rs

PRODUCTION
industrijska zona, 

novoprojektovana bb 

18000 niš

SerbiA

phone: +381 18 455 8880 

phone: +381 18 455 8881

Fax:     +381 18 455 8882 

www.triplecrown.rs 

produce@triplecrown.rs

Koviljka lončar 

CFo 

phone: +381 63 102 58 70 

koviljka.loncar@triplecrown.rs 

Vojislav Kraljić

regional Sales manager

phone: +381 60 621 50 08

vojislav.kraljic@triplecrown.rs


